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Art Palm Beach News

Women-Owned Galleries & Announcing
American Heart Association as our New
Charity Partner!
Art Palm Beach is delighted to highlight four of our wonderful women-owned galleries:
Erin Cluley Gallery, Beatriz Esguerra Art, Adamar Fine Art and BlinkGroup Gallery. We’re
also very proud to introduce our new charity partner for 2024, the American Heart
Association.

Gallery Highlight: Erin Cluley Gallery
We look forward to welcoming Erin Cluley
Gallery, joining our roster of women-
owned galleries, as a first-time exhibitor
at Art Palm Beach next year. Opened by
Erin Cluley in 2014, the contemporary
gallery represents emerging and mid-
career artists based in Dallas and the East
Coast of the United States. The gallery
embraces a provocative program of
exhibiting artists engaged in both
traditional and alternative media,
including painting, sculpture, new media,
photography, sculptural installation and
public intervention.

https://www.artpalmbeachshow.com/


Cluley recently moved her operation to the Riverbend development in the Design District.
In 2021, she opened a West Dallas location, Cluley Projects, to act as an incubator for
regional artists and provide a platform for discovery and mentorship – often presenting
work by artists from underrepresented communities. Previously, Cluley served as the
Director of Exhibitions for Dallas Contemporary working on exhibitions with K8 Hardy,
Julian Schnabel, Shepard Fairey, Erwin Wurm, Inez & Vinood and others.

Nic Nicosia's Bighands in the Nasher Sculpture Center Garden, Dallas, Texas

For its inaugural presentation at Art Palm Beach, the gallery will present an exhibition of
work by Nic Nicosia. A Dallas-based artist with a background in motion pictures, Nicosia
focused much of his career on infusing the still image with a cinematic mind-set and is
recognized as a pioneer of the staged photographic movement that came into
prominence in the early1980s. During the past 13 years, Nicosia has increasingly turned
to sculpture, bringing the figures of his photographs into three–dimensional space. 

More about Erin Cluley Gallery here.

Gallery Highlight: Beatriz Esguerra Art
Beatriz Esguerra Fine Art is a contemporary art gallery specializing in representing work
by artists from Colombia. The brainchild of owner / director Beatriz Esguerra, the gallery
was first opened in 2000. Based in Bogotá and Miami, Beatriz Esguerra Fine Art
represents 15 artists with a dynamic exhibition program. Permanence, transcendence,
intelligence, aesthetics, harmony and skill, are the values BEA seeks in art. Among artists
represented are: Carlos Alarcon, Pablo Arrázola, Teresa Currea, Luis Luna, Pedro Ruiz and

https://www.erincluley.com/


Maritza Wild-Chateau. The gallery’s program is driven by the idea: Art should enrich both
the soul and mind, in that order. 

Pablo Arrázola: Kiko Series 1

“I am looking forward to working
once again with fair director
Kassandra Voyagis and her team.
It is her professionality,
effectiveness and creativity that
always brings me back to working
with her and Art Palm Beach.”
 
— BEATRIZ ESGUERRA

After completing art history studies at Middlebury College, Vermont, Esguerra returned
home to Colombia, to build a career in contemporary Colombian art. With more than 30
years of experience, Esguerra has always abided by her mission: to enrich lives through
art, with integrity and professionalism. “I promote Colombian art because it is my country,
heritage and culture. I believe in it because it has fascinating stories to tell with creativity,



skill and poetry. Colombian art has a resounding subtlety yet to be fully discovered by the
rest of the world.”

Colombian artist, Pablo Arrazola in his studio in Colombia

More about Beatriz Esguerra Fine Art here.

https://www.beatrizesguerra-art.com/


Gallery Highlight: Adamar Fine Art
Established in 1986 by owner / director Tamar Erdberg, Adamar Fine Art is a Miami-based
gallery exhibiting work by some of the most notable masters of Pop and Contemporary
Art, as well as a number of local mid-career artists. Located in the fashionable Miami
Design District, with an additional space in the Village of Merrick Park, the gallery was
instrumental in the rebirth of the Design District as the premier Art Center of Miami. The
history of Adamar Fine Art predates Art Basel Miami, Wynwood and the Perez Art
Museum Miami. 
 
Adamar Fine Art has exhibited in more than 100 prestigious international fine art fairs
starting from the very first Art Miami in 1992, along with Art Hampton, Art Palm Springs,
SOFAChicago, Art Concept Basel Miami Beach, Art Houston, and many others.

Kenny Scharf; Furungle Portfolio, 2021



“After participating in over 100 art
fairs in our career, Adamar Fine
Arts can poignantly say that Art
Palm Beach exceeded all our
expectations in this first-time fair.
Beautifully curated and
impeccably executed, the fair
brought out our existing collectors
and many more new ones too and
did not disappoint.”
 
— TAMAR ERDBERG

Exhibiting artists include: Alex Katz, Wayne Thiebaud, Kenny Scharf, Donald Sultan,
Debbie Carfagno, Julian Opie, Damian Hirst, Ugo Rondinone, Gavin Turk and KAWS. For
its 2024 presentation at Art Palm Beach, Adamar Fine Art will show a suite of works by
Kenny Scharf. An LA based artist, Scharf is a painter and installation artist associated with
the Lowbrow movement. His work is a hybrid of fine art and popular culture – pulling from
the traditions of Pop Art, Abstract Expressionism, Surrealism, comic books and Street Art.

More about Adamar Fine Art here.

Gallery Highlight: BlinkGroup Gallery
Founded in 2012 by director / curator, Elizabeth Reyes, Blink Group Gallery is a
contemporary Miami-based art gallery. Of Cuban descent, Reyes was raised in the
diverse cultural intersections between South America (Venezuela, and Argentina) and the
United States. Combining her love of design and gallery experience from London and
Miami, Reyes brings an eclectic and worldly vision to Blink Group.

http://www.adamargallery.com/


Jazmin by Cuchi Taborda

The gallery represents both established and emerging international contemporary artists
engaged in painting, sculpture, installation, photography, video and new media, before a
global audience. Blink Group prides itself on building meaningful bonds, expanding the
reach of unique works of art to a broader audience, satisfying and enriching both collector
and artist.



Veronica Matiz

The gallery operates on the premise that everyone should have the chance to feel how art
can transport and inspire us in the blink of an eye. Represented artists include: Albarracin,
Billy Monsalve Duffo, Marta Fabregas, Pablo Fernandez, Mactivo, Veronica Matiz, Andres
Pruna and Cuchi Taborada.



“As a gallery owner who puts her heart on the line, I love that Art Palm
Beach seems to wear its heart on its sleeve as well. Kassandra has taken
such a clever approach in curating the show by bringing her LA insight to
Palm Beach and assembling a wide variety of the traditional and non-
traditional, conceptual and museum, in an elegant and beautiful space that
broadens and delights our artistic hunger. We can’t imagine what we’re



going to see, hear, or feel when we open ourselves up to its wonder and
unpredictability. This kind of inclusivity, altruism and spirit speaks to my
belief in how central and transformational art can be.”
 

— ELIZABETH REYES —

More about BlinkGroup Gallery here.

Art Palm Beach Welcomes American Heart
Association as New Charity Partner 
Art Palm Beach is excited to begin a new partnership with the American Heart Association
(AHA), our 2024 Charity Beneficiary. We are proud to support the life-saving efforts of the
American Heart Association’s Life is Why™ Campaign at next year’s show. 

Donations through the Life is Why campaign – no matter the amount – allow the AHA to
implement initiatives such as:

Fund research that can improve the health outcomes of heart and stroke patients
Train more than 2.5 million high school students in CPR annually
Support the work of local entrepreneurs and organizations working to improve
health outcomes in under-resourced communities

The American Heart Association is a relentless force for a world of longer, healthier lives.
Funds donated to the AHA help pave the way for advancements in preventing, treating or
even eradicating heart disease, the No. 1 killer of Americans, and stroke, the No. 5 killer.
For 100 years, the AHA has saved and improved lives, pioneered scientific discovery, and
advocated for healthy public policies in communities across the country.

Founded in 1924 by six cardiologists, the organization is grounded in the belief that
scientific research leads the way to better treatment, prevention and – ultimately – a cure
for these leading causes of death and disability. The AHA is proud to be the leading
nonprofit funding cardiovascular and cerebrovascular disease research. Bold investments
have led to significant medical advancements including the first artificial heart valve,
implantable pacemakers, cholesterol lowering medications and techniques for CPR.

http://www.blinkgroup.net/


Art Palm Beach is a proud supporter of the American Heart Association’s
Life is Why™ Campaign

More about the AHA here.

Art Palm Beach in the News!

Art Palm Beach was covered by multiple media outlets before, during and after our highly
successful show in January. Several of the broadcast and print media outlets included
interviews with Art Palm Beach producer/director Kassandra Voyagis and DIVERSEartPB
curator Marisa Caichiolo. Here’s a re-cap of some of the wonderful stories highlighting Art
Palm Beach on TV:

Take a 3D Virtual Tour of Art Palm Beach

Couldn’t attend Art Palm Beach in person or maybe you’d like to revisit some
highlights from the show? Take a fun 3-D virtual tour of Art Palm Beach here.

https://www.artpalmbeach.com/beneficiary/
https://www.artpalmbeach.com/videos/
https://www.artpalmbeach.com/virtual-tour/


Save the Dates!
Art Palm Beach Returns in January 24 -28, 2024!

Mark your calendar! The international contemporary and modern art fair of the Americas
returns to the Palm Beach County Convention Center January 24-28, 2024. We’re so
excited to see you then. Stay tuned for updates as we plan for an even more spectacular
show next year.

Follow Art Palm Beach on Social Media!

https://www.artpalmbeach.com/virtual-tour/


We invite you to follow Art Palm Beach on all social media platforms! Art Palm Beach
takes place January 24 to 28, 2024 at the Palm Beach Convention Center:
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